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This month’s page is about buildings — some of the ways we might set up sustainable built landscapes over the
next few decades — and the parallel power shift: political reclamation fostering homegrown decision-makers
and handy, flexible decision-making tools.

Right and left squawk about the giant deficit. Slash public spending across the board? Spend more to spark
growth now, to recoup tax revenue from re-employed workers later? It’s fruitless wrangling. The key
generational theft is ecological carrying capacity. Our ancestors didn’t borrow against our future. They ate it.

And because the economy rests on physical resources — worn out ecosystems and dwindling mines — national
governments no longer have the power to choose a path to a prosperous future. On some level, we’ve known
that since M. King Hubbert presented oil field productivity curves in 1956 and Rachel Carson published “Silent
Spring” in 1962.

If the connection between ecosystems, mineral reserves and economies is sound, economists predicting a
steep, irreversible drop in world GDP are right. The derivatives and real estate bubbles have already burst. Bond
investors are now driving up interest rates for municipal bonds as they see towns and states going bankrupt, as
tax revenues dry up in the wake of massive layoffs and foreclosures. Some economists predict stocks and
currencies will collapse shortly after bond markets.

With prosperity off the table, our remaining choices are limited. We can honestly face up to the pickle we’re in
and carefully move into profoundly simple ways of living so that future generations will be able to meet their
basic needs for food and shelter with dignity. Or we can keep pretending prosperity is just around the corner,
refuse to retool and virtually guarantee that our children and grandchildren will be even more insecure.

In “The Town that Food Saved,” Ben Hewitt reports that in the mid-1800s, 90 percent of Americans lived on
farms. By the 1950s, 37 percent lived on farms, and today, it’s 0.7 percent. The migration to cities and ensuing
burst of “wealth” were made possible by cheap fossil fuels and fertilizers replacing human and animal labor,
careful crop rotation and compost and manure-based tending of healthy living soils. In that industrial context,
rigid, insulated power concentrations work well.

But if demographic and industrialization trends shift into reverse as fuel costs rise, within a few decades, half of
Centre County’s population may be primarily occupied in farming food and biofuel crops, many on urban and
suburban residential lots, perhaps pooled with neighbors’ yards for crop planning, tool-sharing and labor.
People who can build and repair things from recycled or homemade materials will be in high demand, along with
care givers in medicine and skilled teachers.

We’ll need perennial wheat strains and wind-powered grist mills; seed banks more than finance banks. As credit
and liquidity dry up, we’ll also need established local currencies to facilitate commerce and newly relocalized
political systems empowered to anticipate demand — measured in calories, not dollars — and figure out how to
meet those needs.
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The simple future now “under construction” may look much like today’s poverty. But if we salvage our
democratic principles and redeploy them locally, with daily forums for participatory decision- making, there will
be one crucial difference. We’ll replace our gnawing fear of hunger and homelessness with grounded faith in our
common tensile strength under stress: our ability to stretch without breaking.

Katherine Watt is a State College writer and community organizer. She can be reached at
katherine_watt@hotmail.com and maintains a blog at www.transitioncentrecounty.wordpress.com.

IF YOU GO

WHAT: Energy deregulation panel discussion with Erik Foley, of the Penn State Campus Sustainability Office,
and Shaun Pardi, of Envinity

WHEN: 7 p.m. Feb. 22

WHERE: Schlow Centre Region Library, State College

INFO: Organized by Transition Towns State College, www.transitioncentre.org
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